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Welcome from the Headmaster
A very warm welcome to Terra Nova School.

I do hope that you will find the contents of this welcome booklet helpful. 
It has been designed to answer many of the questions you may have as 
your child starts his or her education with us. It contains a wealth of 
useful information about daily school life at the School.

This is a vibrant and exciting School in which to be a pupil. While the 
academic progress and achievement of each pupil is always at the centre 
of our concerns, we believe that School life should be enjoyed for itself 
and not just as a preparation for adulthood. We help our pupils to 

become independent and courageous thinkers who are prepared to explore, innovate and meet life’s 
opportunities with creativity. Lessons engage pupils with pace and challenge and are enriched with a wide 
variety of activities to extend your child’s interests and skills beyond the confines of standard curriculum 
and examination specifications. The academic curriculum runs alongside a co-curricular programme 
that provides sporting, musical and adventurous opportunities and interests. As a result, our pupils are 
cheerful, balanced and at ease with themselves and each other. They welcome challenge with enthusiasm 
and interest.

All pupils in the School are encouraged to develop their talents and realise their potential in the way 
that best meets their needs and personalities. The wellbeing of every child is at the heart of the School’s 
philosophy, for while we want them to develop a genuine love of learning, we also want them to be 
resilient, optimistic, confident and kind people who know how to form and sustain good relationships and 
make a positive contribution to society. Teachers know pupils very well and visitors often comment on 
the laughter, good humour and warmth that mark relationships between pupils and staff.

We want our pupils to know that people can make a difference, and they are encouraged to see that 
they also can make their mark on the world. They are encouraged to develop an open mindset in which 
they can both acknowledge their weaknesses and learn how to overcome them, encountering academic 
and personal challenges with enthusiasm, ambition and a will to succeed. They learn to inspire, influence 
and collaborate with others and they learn how to manage conflict. They are helped to develop self-
awareness and to understand their impact on others.

The School has a strong reputation for academic success and our expectations of pupils are high. If 
your children are joining Terra Nova School they will be very well prepared for the next phase of their 
education.

While we enjoy good facilities in a stunning location, it is our community - our pupils, staff and parents - 
that make this a special place to be. Our parents are tremendously supportive of the School, contributing 
a huge amount of time and energy to school events.

Together we welcome you to Terra Nova School for the academic year 2018-19.

Mr. Philip Stewart
Headmaster
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Welcome from the Head of  
Early Years
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to Terra Nova 
School. This handbook has been written to provide you with all the 
information you need to know about us.

At Terra Nova School we offer something unique in our family centred 
nursery in beautiful surroundings.

‘Come through our door and start to explore’

Our excellent staff ratio ensures that one-to-one attention can often be given and the staff have the time 
to get to know each child as an individual.

We accept children from 2.5 years old. Children will be able to attend the Nursery flexibly e.g. a flexible 
number of sessions on the days of their choosing, if available.

We create an environment both indoors and outdoors with a perfect balance of both child initiated and 
adult led activities, that enables children to learn specific skills. 

Children will experience well planned activities led by a teacher and well qualified teaching assistants and 
encouraged to tackle challenges independently.

Children follow their interests as well as collaborate with their peers in solving problems. The 
environment encourages children to become active and motivated learners who develop into competent, 
confident and capable young people.

We refer to Nursery and Reception as the Early Years. In the Early Years, staff base their teaching 
around the Early Years Foundation Stage. Child-led learning and play-based exploration underpins the 
approach where learning is supported through positive interaction with adults whose careful questioning, 
observation and reflective practice inform their daily practice. 

I hope this has given you a strong sense of the importance we place in Early Years education here at Terra 
Nova School. On behalf of all the teaching staff, welcome to Early Years.
 

Mrs. Carol Roach
Head of Early Years
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Early Years Team

Head of Early Years

Carol Roach
Email: carol.roach@tnschool.co.uk

Telephone: 01477 571251

Nursery Manager

Phillipa Smith
Email: phillipa.smith@tnschool.co.uk

Telephone: 01477 571251

To contact a member of staff, please use the following email structure:
firstname.surname@tnschool.co.uk

Year group Class name Class teacher Assistant 
teachers

Nursery

 Nursery   Phillipa Smith  Rosie Machin 
 Lucy Such
 Karen Potts
 Izzy Jones

 Nursery  Nicola Fox

Reception

 RCR  Carol Roach  
 Louise Heaton
 Jessica Geddis RCK  Caroline Kirby
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Uniform
Uniform must be purchased through Monkhouse Schoolwear, either at their shop in Cheadle Hulme:  
The Shopping Centre, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire SK8 5BE Tel: 0161 488 3411
   
Or Online at www.monkhouse.com

Or via Mail order on telephone number 0161 488 3410/11 

Or purchase at School, a pop-up shop is held three times a year and we will advise you of when these 
will be.  The School also operates a second hand uniform shop. For more information, or to arrange a 
visit, please contact Mrs Emily Stanley (a parent) on telephone number 07876 512798. 

 All uniform needs to be named, for fabric items sew-on name labels are recommended. For games kit 
please use half inch all-purpose tags. Your child’s initials and surname should be in bottle green.

Lost and found
Lost and Found is located on the first floor with Matron.
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Nursery format of  the day

7.30am - 8.00am       Breakfast club (for 3+year olds) This is located in the main school 

8.00am - 9.00am      Meet and greet (including Registration) 

9.00am - 10.00am     Small group time (differentiated literacy and numeracy time)

10.00am - 12.00am   Free flow between the in and outdoors

12.00pm - 12.45pm   Lunch (served in the Nursery building)

12.45pm - 1.30pm   Whole group time / communication and language / songs

1.30pm - 3.00pm      Activities both indoors and outside, including cooking, dance, music,rhythm time

3.00pm - 3.30pm     Story time, PSHCEE/ British values

3.30pm - 4.00pm     Optional activity/club

4.00pm - 6.00pm     Super Novas - paid after School care

Reception format of  the day

7.30am - 8.20am      Breakfast club. This is in the main School (children will be escorted to their class)

8.20am - 8.45am      Meet and greet

8.50am - 9.00am     Registration

9.00am - 10.15am    Literacy (rainbow challenge / continuous provision)

10.15am - 10.45am  Snack time

10.45am - 11.40am  Numeracy (rainbow challenge / continuous provision 

11.50am - 12.00pm  Prepare for Lunch

12.00pm - 12.30pm  Lunch (served in the main school)

12.30pm - 1.00pm   Outdoor play 

1.00pm - 2.45pm     Creative time / dance / rhythm time / understanding our world/ PSED

2.45pm - 3.00pm     Snack time /pair and share

3.00pm - 3.30pm     Storytime / rhymes

3.30pm - 4.00pm     Optional activity/club

4.00pm - 6.00pm     Super Novas - paid after School care
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Settle sessions
Children in Nursery will be offered two settle sessions before they start. The sessions are for one and 
a half hours where it is recommended that you stay with your child unless they settle very quickly.  We 
understand that all children are different so are very flexible.  A key person will introduce themselves to 
you as they are responsible for supporting your child’s learning and development in the Early Years. This 
will be the starting point for creating links between home and School to ensure a smooth transition.
Children new to Reception who haven’t attended our Nursery, will be invited in for a morning session 
during the summer term prior to starting.  This is the opportunity to meet their new friends and 
familiarise themselves with their surroundings ready for entering reception in the Autumn term. 

Drop-off  and pick-up procedures
When you arrive into the classroom children are welcome to go straight to activities set out.  Nursery 
and Reception, parents or guardians are welcome to accompany their child into the setting until 8.45am. 
This provides worthwhile opportunities for parents or guardians to share news and events that are 
important to their child.  With this information, teachers are able to ensure that the activities they 
provide enhance and support the individual interests of each child.

It is important that all children arrive on time to start the day calmly as lateness can disrupt their learning 
and that of their class peers.

At the end of the day, parents or carers have the opportunity to have a quick chat with their teacher.

If you know that your child will be picked up by someone else please inform staff.  A password must be 
given to the adult picking up if unknown to the staff. Please complete the relevant form.

If you need to communicate a change in arrangement when the school day has started, then please call 
the School Secretary 01477 571251 office@tnschool.co.uk to communicate the changes. The School 
Secretary will ensure that the changes are communicated to the teacher.
 

Lunchtime and snacks
Children are offered a delicious, well balanced two course meal.  All special dietary requirements are 
catered for.  Food is served by the Early Years staff and a lunch time supervisor.  This social occasion takes 
place in the Nursery building and the main building for Reception pupils, with children eating together at 
tables. Good eating habits and polite table manners are encouraged and modelled.

We feel it is important that children have healthy snacks.  We offer different snacks each day. Some 
examples are:- toast, cheese, sliced fruit, raisins, crackers, brioche, fruit bread. In addition children are 
offered milk or water.  Water is provided throughout the day that children can independently access.
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Catering
The catering provider for the School is Sodexo, a world-leading brand. Sodexo operates in 80 countries.  
Sodexo provide Terra Nova School with a Catering Manager and Head Chef who ensure the menu is 
balanced - this is also overseen by Sodexo’s Head of Nutrition.

Terra Nova School has a School Council who are also involved in the quality of food. Fruit is constantly 
available around the School. Snacks are provided for all children, including home bakes. The School has 
one day per week dedicated to food from around the world.

For more information on the service that Sodexo provide to the School, please visit their website at 
www.independentsbysodexo.com
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Curriculum
The curriculum in the Early Years is based on the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum (EYFS), which 
provides a framework for the education of children from birth to five years old.

The prime areas covered are:
• Personal, social and emotional development
• Communication and language
• Physical development

The specific areas covered are:
• Literacy
• Mathematics
• Understanding the world
• Expressive arts and design 

Under these seven areas of learning, teachers guide and facilitate a range of exciting and stimulating 
curricular activities that enable each child to achieve the goals and objectives appropriate to his or her 
individual stage of development.
 
To enhance each child’s development we provide a wide variety of activities to meet the objectives of the 
early years foundation stage, which include:

1. Maths and English teaching, both whole group and small group times.
2. Music and Rhythm time is where children learn an amazing array of skills, including reading musical 

signs and playing simple pieces of music to singing individually, led by a specialist teacher.
3. All children are involved in at least one performance each year, which showcases the practical          

performing arts skills that are taught each week.
4. French and Dance, all led by a specialist teacher.
5. Children have the opportunity to care for our farmyard animals, the hens, rabbits, guinea pigs 

and even walk the two goats.
6. Woodland adventure where we take part in activities such as: collecting natural objects, making 

homes for animals , hunting for minibeasts, making magic potions,  natural crafts eg mud /leaf 
pictures,  and even making elderflower cordial.

7. Outdoor play where children can explore natural resources and a  wide variety of equipment.
8. An amazing sand pit with an adventure trail with swings and slides.
9. Gardening area where children can grow their own vegetables.
10. Regular baking sessions often using the eggs the chickens provide us with.
11. During each day children have free access to our role play area where we have a good selection 

of small world toys, water play, ICT area including our interactive white board.

With everything we offer at Terra Nova School your child will become a confident explorer of the world 
and seek new challenges. Our Early Years timetable is designed to lay the pedagogical foundations that 
give your child the confidence to be ready to read and write, approach the world with curiosity and use 
their personal and social skills to communicate with others showing patience and teamwork and the 
ability to solve problems. We provide the teaching and learning that grows confident readers, writers, 
mathematicians, scientists, athletes and artists.
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PE

The Early Years timetable is divided into Games, Gymnastics and Dance. Children have the following 
basic movement goals: develop a sense of direction, balance, body and space awareness and moving with 
control. Children handle a range of materials including beanbags, rings, hoops and soft balls and enjoy 
playing in pairs or teams. 

During the Summer term the Reception children have the opportunity to have swimming sessions in the 
heated swimming pool.
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Learning support
Early Years offers individualised support for children not working at the expected stage of development. 
This is provided by the Early Years teachers through various interventions.

The School’s SENCO offers advice for staff and parents on routes to correct investigation and support if 
needed. 

In some instances 1:1 extra support may incur an additional cost to parents.

Assessment and reporting
Assessments are used to obtain information, allowing teachers, children and parents to make judgments 
regarding progress and identify next steps in learning. 

All children’s achievements are recorded using digital technology. We use ‘Tapestry’ as it transforms the 
way children’s progress is recorded and tracked in Early Years education. Once parents have given written 
permission to access their child’s learning journey they will be kept up to date with their child’s progress 
and development through regular updates via emails.  

Assessment is an integral part of day-to-day teaching and learning in Early Years. The children’s progress 
is closely monitored by staff, who react with them on their individual strengths, learning needs and 
next steps, and take action based on this. Children become increasingly involved in this process, as they 
develop the skills needed to be able to make effective evaluations of their own learning. Assessment 
is cyclical, providing evidence of what learners know, understand and are able to apply, informing the 
teacher’s planning to ensure learning experiences are motivating and challenging. The Class Teacher / Key 
Worker will generally carry out all assessments. Information gathered will be used to assist in reporting 
to children, parents and colleagues.

We understand how important it is for you to have the right level of communication with those who 
care for your children.  You can expect from us:
 
• Access to your child’s online ‘Learning Journey’ through Tapestry

• Regular parents’ evenings to speak with your child’s key person 

• Formal progress check from 2.5years - 3 years.

• Weekly emails from the teachers informing you of what your child has done that week , events and 
new developments

• Parents’ noticeboard in the entrance area.

• A verbal handover at the end of every session, ensuring you are aware of how your child has spent 
their time with us.

• Teaching and curriculum overview of what is being taught will also be distributed.
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Overview of reporting to parents

Term

Term 1 Curriculum evening
Curriculum overview and term dates
Parents Evening - baseline report

Term 2 Curriculum overview and term dates
Parents Evening - report showing progress and targets

Term 3 Curriculum overview and term dates
End of term reports

Parents’  evenings
These take place in Term 1 and Term 2, there is a chance for parents to discuss how their child is 
progressing, emotionally, socially and academically. We have an open door policy so any concerns can be 
addressed immediately.

Home learning
Aims and objectives
We aim to develop an enthusiastic and responsible attitude to learning both inside and outside of School. 
Home Learning should encourage independence, creativity and a thirst for further learning. Establishing 
a positive home learning culture will enable our young learners to see learning as continuous process, 
happening both inside and outside the classroom. We also believe it helps prepare children for their 
future academic careers after.

In the EYFS, home learning can take a variety of forms. Discussions following children’s interests at 
home and the sharing of photographs sent home via ‘Tapestry learning journal’. Artefacts from home 
are effective ways in which children’s enthusiasm for learning can be explored both in Early Years and 
at home. Parents are encouraged to discuss their child’s learning at home. Children in Nursery and 
Reception will begin to take home a reading book and additional phonics activities to support their 
learning in early years when they are ready to do so.
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Home visits
We offer home visits to Reception children that have not attended our Nursery. We are aware that 
transitions are stressful and believe that the transition from home to School can be eased by blurring 
the edges through a teacher/parent partnership. Home visits build upon the principle that parents are a 
child’s first educators and so we believe that a child’s early learning can be more easily extended if the 
teacher’s role is grafted onto the parental pattern.

Parents are not under any pressure to sign up for a visit, but the benefits are substantial.

After School clubs
We offer an after School club each day from 3.30pm - 4.00pm. These vary from Yoga, Ball Skills, Storytime 
to Show and Tell. These are all free of charge.

Terra Nova School also provide PFC (Football) and Street Dance to both 3+ Nursery and Reception 
children. Mini Sports Stars and Gymnastics are offered to Reception children. There is a small charge for 
these. 

Super Novas
Super Novas is a paid for after School and holiday club for children 2.5 to 7 years old. Parents who 
wish to book their children into Super Novas should email louise.heaton@tnschool.co.uk directly, or 
telephone 01477 572518. Booking forms are also available in Nursery, Reception and Year 1 and Year 
2. We request that these forms are handed to Louise Heaton, Super Novas Manager. She will always 
confirm your booking via email. 
 
Super Novas Team  
 
Manager - Miss. Louise Heaton - louise.heaton@tnschool.co.uk  
 
Miss. Rosie Machin - rosie.machin@tnschool.co.uk 
 
Mrs. Su Hawkes - su.hawkes@tnschool.co.uk 
 
 
Children are welcomed into Super Novas from 4.00pm, and they are open until 6.00pm each evening 
after School. They are located in the Super Novas Room, in the Nursery buildings. Clear signs are located 
at the front of the building, to direct you to the correct place.  
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Assemblies
Children in Reception have the opportunity to attend whole School weekly assemblies focusing on 
aspects of personal, social, health education, as well as discussing celebrations. In addition, they take part 
in assemblies with Nursery to recognise their good work and  achievements.

All the children in the Early Years take part in a Christmas and Easter production and at the end of the 
year they celebrate their achievements at a Graduation Ceremony. 

Educational visits
Educational visits provide value to children’s learning experiences in Early Years. Children are able to 
explore different environments, making new links and discovering new opportunities about the world 
around them.

Children in Nursery and Reception take part in day trips at a minimum of once per year. These trips are 
linked to the children’s learning. In the past, they have included trips to Jodrell Bank and Stockley Farm.
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Pupil welfare
All children have the right to:
• Learn
• Feel safe and happy
• Be treated with respect and kindness
• Freedom of expression and independent thought.

All children have a responsibility to:
• Have input into their learning and aim to reach their full potential
• Accept responsibility for their actions and property
• Care for themselves, others and the environment.

The School aims to provide a framework that ensures that systems, procedures, and policies are in place 
to safeguard the welfare of children, thereby providing an environment in which each individual pupil can 
maximise their potential in becoming a well-rounded young person who strives for excellence and, in 
doing so, embraces the School values.

School values
At Terra Nova School, we recognise that education is as much about equipping pupils with specific skills 
as it is developing character. The values and attitudes we live by affect how we relate and interact to 
others and our environment.

We want Terra Nova pupils to be able to exercise judgement and responsibility in matters of morality, 
ethics and social justice. We want them to have the capacity to understand their world, to make informed 
decisions about their own lives, and to accept responsibility for their own actions. We believe this will 
improve our students’ capacity to learn and to succeed in life.

The Terra Nova School values are:

Honesty:  
We can be trusted to be honest and truthful, to say what we mean and to do what we say. 
Considerate:  
We care for others through our words and actions. 
Resilient:  
We work hard, trying to do everything to the best of our abilities, refusing to give up when things are 
hard. 
Respectful:  
We recognise that we are all of value and importance, and we appreciate each other despite our 
differences. 
Well-mannered:  
We are polite and courteous to each other, all members of staff and any visitors to School.
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Safeguarding
At Terra Nova School, we consider safeguarding as: “the way in which we provide a safe and effective 
environment so that all our children can fully develop and learn. We also take every step to ensure that 
children in our care are protected from any form of abuse or neglect.”

In putting pupils first, the issues of safeguarding, including child protection, are of paramount importance. 
With our strong moral purpose, we wish to make certain that every step is taken to ensure the safety 
and wellbeing of every child.

Absence policy
If a child is going to be absent from School due to illness, parents should contact their child’s class 
teacher before 9.00am via one of the following methods:

Email - firstname.surname@tnschool.co.uk
Contacting the Reception on 01477 571251

If parents know in advance that their child will be away from school, they should let their child’s class 
teacher know.

Changing/toileting procedure
We view toilet training as a self-care skill that children have the opportunity to learn with the full 
support and non-judgmental concern of adults. Our Early Years staff are trained on lifting and handling 
children in nappy changing where needed. We recognise that some children in our Nursery will be 
wearing nappies or going through a potty-training period. Some will already be potty trained. All children 
who enter Reception are expected to be toilet trained although we understand that children can have 
accidents so we will manage any such situation with sensitivity. Children are encouraged to use the toilet 
independently and are directed to go before playtimes, mealtimes, assemblies and other special events.
We ensure that, where possible, it is the child’s key person who carries out personalised changing times 
for the young children in their care who are in nappies or ‘pull-ups’. The only exception will be when a 
Teaching Assistant is absent. The staff will work with the child’s parents/guardians to ensure that each 
child’s needs are met. Parents are informed daily of nappy changes when children are picked up.

We ask parents/guardians to provide:

• Spare nappies

• Wet wipes

• Change of clothes/undergarments

• Nappy cream (if appropriate)
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Toileting
Starting to use the toilet will only take place in consultation with the parents and when the child is ready.

Procedures
Staff recognise that some children may go straight into using the toilet as part of their process of coming 
out of nappies.

Young children are encouraged to take an interest in using the toilet; they may just want to sit on it and 
talk to a friend who is also using the toilet

They should be encouraged to wash their hands and have soap and paper towels to hand.

Nappies, trainer pants and ordinary pants that have been wet or soiled are bagged for the parent to take 
home.

Once children are confident, they will be encouraged to access the toilet when they have the need to and 
are encouraged to be independent.

We work with parents towards toilet training, unless there are medical or other developmental reasons 
why this may not be appropriate at the time.

As children progress throughout the Foundation Stage their levels of independence will increase and 
require less supervision.

Nursery and Reception children are encouraged to access the toilets independently according to their 
individual needs.

If a child has an accident the teacher will help them if needed. This will be recorded and parents informed.

Positive behaviour
Every member of Early Years should feel valued and respected, and each person should be treated fairly 
and well. The School is a caring community, whose values are built on mutual trust and respect for all.
We have high expectations of one another as a means of promoting good relationships, so that we can 
work together with the common purpose of helping everyone to learn.

Terra Nova School expects every member of the School community – children, teachers, and parents 
– to behave in a kind and considerate way towards each other so that all members will grow in a safe 
and secure environment, and become positive, responsible and increasingly independent members of the 
School community. 
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Consequences
High expectations for behaviour, and reasons for them, are embedded in everyday School life and driven 
by our School values. Each Early Years class creates a Class Charter: an agreed list of promises, designed 
by pupils, to ensure that all pupils feel happy and safe in our School community, so that we can all learn 
and thrive; this is signed by each member of the form and displayed in the form room. 

Any behaviour that goes against this agreement, or against our School values, will not be tolerated. When 
a pupil makes a bad choice, we endeavour to make him/her aware of the consequences of their actions. 
Pupils will be asked to have reflection time: to reflect on their actions, how they felt before and after 
the event, and what they should do next; this process encourages pupils to take responsibility for their 
behaviour, and empowers them to take measures to ensure this behaviour is not repeated. Occasionally, a 
pupil will be sent to speak with the Head of School to discuss this behaviour.

Anti bullying
The School does not tolerate bullying of any kind. If an act of bullying or intimidation is discovered, 
immediate action, involving parents, will take place to stop any further occurrences of such behaviour. The 
anti-bullying policy, along with all others can be found on the website.

We provide a safe and secure environment where children can learn. We have excellent partnering with 
parents.

The School believes that parents play a crucial part in supporting good behaviour in School and 
welcomes and values their support in setting high expectations. The following expectations will help 
parents in their efforts to best support their child’s development in Early Years.
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Safe surroundings
Parents are asked to:

• Be safe and considerate to others when dropping off/picking up children

• Share lifts when possible

• Not obstruct the entrance/exit to the School

• Use designated adult toilets only

• Put mobile phones and cameras away once on site which also sends a positive example to children

• Not share personal information on any social media related to other children

Parents are asked to:

• Ensure that your child understands the high expectations of behaviour and helps their child to 
exceed them

• Always report any concerns about your child’s wellbeing and work cooperatively with the class 
teacher to resolve matters positively

• Encourage excellent attendance and punctuality

• Organise family holidays outside of term time

Academic environment
Parents are asked to:

Monitor progress as detailed in your child’s report and through feedback in parent/teacher meetings and 
discuss with the class teacher any concerns or suggestions from home.

Develop an understanding of the Early Years assessment criteria and curriculum requirements and ask the 
class teacher to explain any misunderstandings if necessary.

Show a particular interest in their child’s development by asking your child about what they have been 
learning at School.

Security
Everyone, except for pupils in uniform, coming onto the School grounds is required to wear an official 
security card. These cards have photos of each individual printed on them. All Visitors are required to sign 
in and receive a visitor badge from Reception. The badge must be worn and clearly visible throughout the 
visit to the School. The visitor must sign out and return the ID badge prior to leaving site.

For any questions regarding security, please contact the Director of Operations.    
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The role of  parents
Parents have a vital role in their child’s education, and home learning is an important part of this process. 
Parents are expected to encourage their child to complete their home learning tasks. They should help 
their child as and when they feel it to be necessary and support them by providing a good working space 
at home, enabling them to visit the library regularly, and by discussing the work that their child is doing. 

Parent forums/TN talks
These groups and workshops are carefully positioned throughout the year to address a variety of topics 
including: using tapestry and assessment, the Early Years curriculum, Mathematics teaching and learning, 
English teaching and learning. Other forums may be added as necessary throughout the year as the need 
arises.

Friends of  Terra Nova 

(Parent committee)
This is a volunteer parent organisation that provides a focal point for the School community. All parents 
are automatically members.

Through class representatives the Friends of Terra Nova facilitates the communication between class 
teachers and parents in relation to volunteers for classroom or special events. The class representatives 
also facilitate the social interaction among families in the school community.

Activities include the annual Christmas Fair,  Welcome Coffee Mornings,  Tennis and Luncheon and a 
wellbeing day.
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Committees and working parties
The School is committed to working in partnership with the parent body to foster a sense of community 
spirit. It recognises that input from representative samples of parents alongside that of pupils and staff on 
key issues will help to ensure that communication is open and transparent and that decisions have been 
made following due stakeholder representation. To this end interested parents may be invited to join 
School working parties or committees as appropriate and upon approval of the Headmaster.

First aid and medical care
Terra Nova School has two Matrons who are situated on the first floor of the main School building.

If children become unwell whilst in Early Years, they will be taken to Matron. If she feels it is necessary, 
she will contact parents and ask for them to pick up their child as soon as possible. If she cannot contact 
a parent, she will telephone their emergency contacts and ask them to come and collect the child. It is, 
therefore, essential that all emergency contacts are aware of their responsibilities.

Parents should ring the office early in the morning if their child is not attending School and should inform 
the office of any infectious illness or condition they may have. Parents are expected to keep their child at 
home if they are unwell. This will help to speed up the recovery and also reduces the risk of infection to 
the other children.

Should a child injure themselves at School, the teacher will send for Matron and request help whilst 
keeping the child calm and safe. If an accident occurs in the playground, the teacher on duty will 
accompany the child to Matron to give an account of what happened. A response plan will be put in place. 
If a child is injured and cannot move, the teacher signals the lead teacher, or a nearby colleague, to go get 
help from Matron’s Office.

If a life threatening or emergency situation occurs, the top priority is to get the child to the hospital as 
soon as possible. If the injury is not life-threatening, the first point of contact is the parents or emergency 
contact. Matron will not accompany a child to the hospital unless the injury is life-threatening. Parents, 
guardians or emergency contacts are expected to collect the child if the advice is to seek medical advice 
and is not life-threatening.

PE and swimming is part of the School curriculum and if a child is not well enough to attend sport, it is 
unlikely that they are well enough to come to School.

The following exclusion periods are adhered to:
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Exclusion period

Chickenpox* Usually 6 days from appearance of the last spot

Conjunctivitis Children may return to School once treatment 
has begun

Diarrhoea & vomiting 48 hours symptom-free

Fever 24 hours after temperature has returned to 
normal

Hand, food and mouth* Children may return to School 2 weeks after 
remaining at home until the fever is no longer 
present and the blisters are dry

Mumps* 5 days after swelling has appeared

Ringworm Until commencement of treatment

Rubella 7 days after onset of rash

* A medical certificate is required for children to return to school after an episode of communicable disease

If a case of head lice is discovered Matron will contact parents to collect their child to begin treatment. 
All parents will be informed in the year group and asked to check their child’s hair to prevent further 
spreading. Matron will be happy to check a child’s head on request.

Fire drills
The evacuation plans in case of fire emergencies are displayed on all of the classroom walls. In the event 
of a fire alarm, children will be escorted from their classrooms or play areas with their teachers to the 
central assembly point at the back of Early Years where registers will be taken.

All staff and children leave the building by the nearest exit. Then staff and children make their way to the 
assembly point on the front lawn.

Regular Fire and Lock Down drills are held during each term to ensure that children and staff are aware 
about what to do in case of emergencies.
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Communication
In September, ‘meet the teachers’ evenings are held for all parents to introduce the staff and discuss 
classroom routines. 

In EYFS, the online learning journal, Tapestry, is used to communicate with parents about children’s 
interests, activities and development at School. This is updated regularly throughout the term.

Email is used by parents to communicate important details to their class teacher. The email address 
follows the format: firstname.surname@tnschool.co.uk

Termly magazine
The School magazine, Inspire, is produced and published at the end of each term. It contains School news, 
stories, photographs and more in-depth features from each area of the School.  A soft copy is emailed to 
parents and a hard copy of the magazine is sent home with pupils at the end of each term.
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Website
The School has a website where information, including the calendar, is accessible. The website has 
information relating to school activities, events, fixtures and boarding. There is also a media section where 
regular news items are posted.

SMS system

The School has an SMS system, Clarion, for important reminders and to communicate with parents in the 
event of an issue or crisis whereby rapid communication is of the utmost importance.

School calendar

This allows parents, pupils and staff to be able to subscribe to school events. The parent calendar is 
broken down into the following event categories:

• Nursery and Reception

• Juniors

• Seniors

• Fixtures

This allows parents and staff the ability to subscribe to event information relevant to them. Subscription 
links can be found on the calendar section of the School website.
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